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9:30 - 10:30AM

10:30 - 11:30AM

11:30 - 12:30PM

1:30 - 2:30PM
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ELENOR COX: Creative Consultant & Executive Coach

MANAGING CREATIVITY AND WORK/LIFE BALANCE

LARISSA MEIKLE: Catfish Media Founder & Director

HOW TO USE A PUBLICIST

JOSEPH WIJANCO: Casting Director – i4 Casting

CASTING TECHNIQUES

ALT VFX - ABORAH BUICK & JASON HAWKINS: Executive Producer & VFX Supervisor

CONCEPT TO CREATION, MAKING MEMORABLE CHARACTERS AND VFX

ALYSSA MCCLELLAND: Director at Finch

DIRECTOR CASE STUDY

MELISA BRUDER: Dramaturg

PRACTICAL AESTHETICS (ATLANTIC TECHNIQUE) DIRECTING ACTORS

SATURDAY 17TH NOVEMBER, 2018



For over three decades I’ve been passionate about professional and personal development and learning the secrets 
to a successful and balanced life.  

I’ve had the privilege of working with incredible companies and teams as a Marketing Executive at QANTAS and 
an Emmy & AACTA award-winning Film Producer of over more than 30 projects. As a Mum of a teenage girl and 
business owner for more than twenty years, I also know a thing or two about how to juggle the demands of a busy 
schedule! 

I’m now armed with Australasia’s most rigorous professional coaching qualifications and work almost exclusively 
in the screen sector with individuals and companies on creative leadership and management up-skilling, career 
progression strategies, resilience building and communication mastery. 

My particular passion is helping people gain clarity and insight around their purpose and vision in order to build 
motivation and confidence

www.ellenorcox.com or Ellenor@ellenorcox.com

Steve Jobs said that ‘Creativity is just connecting things’

So how do we manage to create a sustainable connection between all the challenges, vulnerabilities and courage 
that are essential aspects of our creative life and that of also wanting to be a Super Mum-Friend-Partner-Daughter-
Sibling….

Where’s the guidebook on how to be a work horse all day and show pony at night?

Join Executive Coach and Emmy & AACTA award winning producer Ellenor Cox as she sets the tone for a weekend 
of refining your craft by first taking you on an internal journey to a place of worthiness and wholeheartedness. 

After all, if a Director’s role is all about bringing vision to a story then what’s the story that you’re tell yourself about 
You and how well is that serving you right now?

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

ELLENOR COX: CREATIVE CONSULTANT & EXECUTIVE COACH

SESSION INFO: MANAGING CREATIVITY AND WORK LIFE BALANCE



Hooked on the colourful world of journalism for over 10 years, reporting on news, advertising, music and 
entertainment, Larissa has nurtured the birth of magazines including music platform Reverb and Australian design 
bible Justus Magazine. Taking hold of the editorial reins of Australian Creative Magazine back in 2008, her passion for 
commercial creativity clearly surfaced when she was introduced to the country’s finest creative directors, filmmakers, 
photographers and designers. She now spends her time promoting them.

‘How to Use a Publicist’ will include an introduction to the importance of publicity and its ability to help build a 
director’s brand. The session will also cover the more practical steps a director should consider when working 
directly with a publicist in order to get the most out of their publicity.

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

LARISSA MEIKLE: CATFISH MEDIA FOUNDER & DIRECTOR

SESSION INFO: HOW TO USE A PUBLICIST



Joseph has been in casting for almost 20 Years, and 14 years as co-founder of i4 Casting. He has cast countless 
TV Commercials, from comic, performance based projects to fashion advertising. And everything else in between. 
Whilst predominantly a TVC Casting Director, he also cast Chandon Pictures (2 Seasons TV Comedy) and A Final 
Winter (Feature), Matt Nable’s debut role and first feature film.

Joseph’s talk is drawn from his experience as a TV Commercials Casting Director. His aim is to give an insight on 
the casting side of production that directors may not be aware of. It will touch on topics like advertising budgets in 
relation to talent, exposure of talent and why this matters on your projects. As well as working with varying types of 
talent, whether it be top and mid-range actors, Featured Extra types and children.

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

JOSEPH WIJANGCO: CASTING DIRECTOR – I4 CASTING

SESSION INFO:  CASTING TECHNIQUES



A long career in advertising post production has seen Aborah rise through the ranks of leading companies such as 
Cutting Edge and Heckler, where she was Head of Production. 

Experienced at leading high profile projects for global brands, as well as managing a team of artists, her knowledge 
of post production brought her to an Executive Producer role at Alt.vfx in January 2018.

Jason Hawkins is one of the world’s top Flame Artists and VFX Supervisors.

Originally from Long Island, Jason started his career in editorial and visual effects in the New York market in the 
1990s, before moving to Animal Logic in Sydney, where he worked on a number of high-profile films such as “300,” 
and “Happy Feet” as well as commercial work for the likes Aucra, Nike, Coca-Cola and others.

Following Animal Logic, he joined Method Studios, eventually leading the company’s Sydney facility, before moving 
over to commercial VFX titans, Alt.

Our session will give directors a deeper knowledge of visual effects and the processes around creating believable 
CG characters. In turn, we hope that it will give the directors more confidence when approaching agencies and 
clients with an overall creative vision.

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

ALT VFX - ABORAH BUICK: EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

ALT VFX - JASON HAWKINS: VFX SUPERVISOR

SESSION INFO: CONCEPT TO CREATION, MAKING MEMORABLE CHARACTERS AND VFX



Alyssa McClelland is an award-winning director and writer. She is signed to FINCH in Australia and New Zealand 
and has directed campaigns for a host of major brands such as Google, Apple, Air New Zealand, Samsung, Netflix 
and Vodafone. Alyssa directed ‘The Most Powerful Arm’ charity campaign which won the coveted Black Pencil at 
the D&AD Awards and her AEG ‘Unexpected Power’ campaign won the award for Direction at the distinguished 
London International Awards. Alyssa also won the InStyle Magazine Woman Of Style Award scholarship for her work 
as a filmmaker.

Alyssa directed, wrote and starred in the two seasons of cult-hit web series ‘One Step Closer To Home’, which won 
a bunch of awards and notched up a large following on acclaimed website Funny or Die. Her short film ‘Nic and 
Shauna’ was a finalist in Tropfest, the largest short film festival in the world. Alyssa’s latest short film, ‘Second Best’ 
has had great success on the international film festival circuit, winning many awards including the Oscar-qualifying 
Dendy Award for Best Live Action Short Film at the 2018 Sydney Film Festival, as well as the award for Best Direction 
in an Australian Short Film at Flickerfest International Short Film Festival 2018 and the Best Short Film award at the 
Milano Film Festival 2018.

Alyssa has a darkly comedic sensibility, exemplifying a unique perspective in telling stories that are fundamentally 
optimistic through her crafting of performances within distinctive, stylised worlds. Her natural insight into human 
nature coupled with her eye for finding the comedic potential in the everyday set her apart and make up her 
versatile approach to directing. Alyssa studied Practical Aesthetics at the Atlantic Theater Company in New York 
and she works very closely with her actors to craft powerful, nuanced performances. 

Alyssa will be talking about her commercial ‘NEW TRICKS’ which was made for Mainland Cheese in New Zealand.

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

ALYSSA MCCLELLAND: DIRECTOR AT FINCH

SESSION INFO: DIRECTOR CASE STUDY



Melissa is an acting, dialogue and dialect coach based in Sydney, Australia. She works in the local film & television 
industry (Reckoning, The Straits, Tomorrow When the War Began, My Place, etc.) and teaches professional-level 
classes in the Practical Aesthetics acting technique.  She learned the technique from her mentors David Mamet & 
William H. Macy, and has practiced and taught this work since her days as a founding ensemble member of New 
York’s Atlantic Theater Company/Atlantic School.  She is co-author of A Practical Handbook for the Actor.

Melissa will talk about working with actors both in rehearsal and on set.  She comes primarily from the discipline of 
the Practical Aesthetics acting technique, a no-nonsense approach to script analysis & performance, as well as many 
years’ working in the performing arts both as an actor and as a coach with actors and directors from many varying 
backgrounds.  We will talk about how to prepare for rehearsals using elements of the PA script analysis process, as 
well as the desirability/inevitability of improvisation “on the day”, and how best to honour both. It helps to have 
specific tools to assist actors in feeling supported throughout the rehearsal & shooting process.  We will discuss how 
the director can best prepare (or not prepare, as the case may be!) to foster an environment of respect where, under 
the most tense situations with so many factors outside of our control, creativity and collaboration can still thrive... all 
while keeping a clear eye on the Director’s number one job: Telling the Story.

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

MELISSA BRUDER: DRAMATURG

SESSION INFO:  PRACTICAL AESTHETICS (ATLANTIC TECHNIQUE) DIRECTING ACTORS



D A Y  T W O



10-11AM

11:30-12:30PM

1:30-2:30PM

3-4PM

4:30-5:30PM

NYLON STUDIOS: KARLA HENWOOD & LYDIA DAVIES: Executive Creative Producer & Composer

HOW TO TALK MUSIC

ANGELA CERASI: Colourist

GRADING TECHNIQUES

GEMMA LEE: Freelance Director

DIRECTOR CASE STUDY

GRACIE OTTO: Director 

DIRECTOR CASE STUDY

Q AND A AND DRINKS

SUNDAY 18TH NOVEMBER, 2018



Celebrated as ‘Creative Producer of the Year’ at B&T Magazine’s 2018 Women In Media Awards, Karla Henwood has enjoyed a 
20-plus year career in advertising and media in her role as both a producer and leading industry mentor. 

Behind a raft of award winning work as executive producer of highly-acclaimed sound house, Nylon Studios, Karla is responsible 
for nurturing the growth of some of the country’s most awarded sound and music talent and, throughout her ten year tenure, has 
played an integral role in bolstering Nylon’s international service offering across its Sydney, Melbourne and New York studios.  

In the past year alone, Karla has helped lead Nylon to produce five Gold and five Silver Cannes Lions winning campaigns, 
including Tide Super Bowl TVC ‘Terry Bradshaw’, a year that also saw the studio nominated for two Emmy Awards for its work on 
Ad Council campaign ‘Love Has No Labels’ and Amazon program ‘The Man in the High Castle: Resistance Radio’. Instrumental 
to Nylon’s key achievements, her creative direction and management of talent and deadlines across multiple time zones has 
delivered world-class work. 

A prominent advocate for women in advertising, Karla is the founder of Chicks In Advertising (CIA), which she launched in 2014 
as an antidote to the challenges and lack of support she encountered as a female producer. An industry-networking group for 
women that has grown from 15 to now over 700 approved industry members (hosting five events across Sydney and Melbourne 
this year); CIA has initiated countless opportunities for female agency creatives, directors and industry producers. 

On the heels of industry initiatives Free the Bid and the 3% Conference, and with the aim to actively change the ratio and 
perception of females employed in music composition and audio technology, Karla has matched the fight for gender equality in 
her own niche by offering at least one female composer’s work to pitch as part of Nylon’s music offering to brands and agencies. 
Last year, Karla unearthed female composers to add to the studio’s global freelance roster, and has since hired full-time female 
music composer, Lydia Davies. 

Working in conjunction with like-minded group Free The Bid in the US, Karla has collaborated with and championed the work 
on many local female composers, and actively supports the group’s set up of a global female composer database, an initiative 
set to launch in New York this year. 

An industry judge at prestigious shows including APRA Music Awards, AWARD Awards and AICE Awards Los Angeles, Karla 
is one of the few creative women to enjoy a long-standing career in advertising. Taking a brief six months maternity leave in 
2016, she returned to work fulltime with renewed enthusiasm to advocate for female creatives in a male-dominated industry. 
Karla encourages women to champion leadership roles: to network, collaborate and to add value and balance to the creative 
landscape, from award judging through to industry mentoring. 

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

KARLA HENWOOD: EXECUTIVE CREATIVE PRODUCER OF NYLON STUDIOS



Lydia Davies is a classically trained pianist who studied at the Yamaha Music School from the age of five. The Yamaha 
Music School quickly discovered that Lydia had perfect pitch and elevated her to their exclusive composition course 
at the tender age of six; this launched her passion for music composition.  

Her innate talent for musical composition has been recognised with music scholarships plus numerous music and 
songwriting awards including:
- Australian Association Awards - Winner ‘Contemporary Pop’ category song for her song “Time Will Tell”
- Semi Finalist in the International Songwriting Awards for her song“Everything Changes”
- 2017 Golden Trailer Awards – Winner ‘Best Action Trailer’ for Wonder Woman
- 2017 Golden Trailer Awards – Winner ‘Best Trailer in 2017’ for Wonder Woman

Lydia’s musical influences are diverse and wide, admiring the works of Hans Zimmer and James Horner. 
Her particular strength is composing emotive melodies, which lend themselves to the colourful and 
spellbinding drama of film trailers, catchy melodies and jingles for advertising.   

As well as being a talented composer, Lydia has also performed as a pianist and extensively as a duet with 
her sister. She has collaborated with numerous composers in the US and is currently a key composer at 
award winning music and sound house Nylon Studios.  Lydia has also interned with notable songwriters 
(such as Gardner Cole, songwriter of Madonna’s hit Open Your Heart) and composers (including Kaveh 
Cohen, an acclaimed trailer music composer). Her fierce determination to succeed in the industry has led 
her to travel all over the world from studios in Los Angeles, to Abbey Road in London, and Luc Besson’s 
studios in Normandie, France.  

Her recent accolades include composing the music for the trailers of both Walt Disney’s “Beauty and the 
Beast” and Warner Brother’s “Wonder Woman” composing the theme music for a five part documentary 
series “The Big Cat Legacy”, and the theme music for “The Wellness Show”. Lydia has composed the 
trailers such as Walt Disney’s “Beauty and the Beast”, Warner Brothers “Wonder Woman”, plus music 
scores The Mummy, Patriots Day, Law and Order; The Mendez brothers. Lydia’s music can also be heard 
on TV shows such as The Bachelor, The Block and The Passage- a new US series coming out. Other clients 
include Crown, Foxtel’s new campaign “It’s Just Not Cricket”, Interflora and Unicef.

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

LYDIA DAVIES: MUSIC COMPOSER & MUSICIAN OF NYLON STUDIOS



Music is a powerful communication tool that can dramatically change the emotion of any visual story. 
Whether you’re making a heart-felt appeal for charity, creating a funny dialogue spot or selling the hype of buying 
a new car - choosing or scoring the right music can help you make an immediate connection with your audience. In 
our presentation we’ll step you through how to brief music, the use of reference tracks, plus creating and licensing 
music. We’ll also break down how we compose and produce music to brief, to deadline and of course to budget.

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

NYLON STUDIOS

SESSION INFO: HOW TO TALK MUSIC



Angela has a background in visual art, camera departments and telecine.  For the past 12 years she has worked as a 
colourist in Dublin, Sydney and Brisbane and grades commercials, drama, music videos and documentaries.  What 
really floats her boat though is a collaboration to create a visual look which perfectly services a story.

In her session Angela will explore colour grading terminology, what this means in practical terms and tips on how 
to communicate exactly what you want in visual terms.  She will also look at particular case studies to demonstrate 
how a brief can be explored and executed, and what to make sure you get in camera.

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

ANGELA CERASI: COLOURIST

SESSION INFO: GRADING TECHNIQUES



Gemma Lee was born on the Isle of Mull in Scotland. After attending Edinburgh College of Art, where she studied 
drawing and painting, Gemma immigrated to Australia at the age of twenty. In 2007, she graduated from The 
Victorian College of the Arts School of Film and Television (AUS) and holds a Master in Writing and Directing. 
Her graduating film Heaven won ‘Best Script’ and ‘Best Film’. Her short film The Wakestarring Angus Sampson 
(Insidious, Mad Max: Fury Road) and Gulliver McGrath (Lincoln, Dark Shadows) screened at the prestigious Tribeca 
Film Festival in New York. In 2010, it won the SBS Award at the St Kilda Film Festival for ‘Best Film’ and went on to 
screen Palm Springs, where it was voted ‘Best of the Fest’ and the Oscar-Accredited Australian short film festival, 
Flickerfest. Gemma’s work is known for its breathtaking imagery and her background in art gives her a finely trained 
eye. She has quickly made a mark for herself as a commercial and music video director, directing campaigns for 
Mitsubishi, Tampax, The Australian Defence Force, Destination NSW, Tourism Tasmania, RAM, Colgate, Weight 
Watchers, White Ribbon, HTC and Yalumba to name a few. Gemma is currently freelancing and is in development 
with Screen Australia for her first feature film, Blackwood.

It’s becoming more commonplace for commercial directors to work as freelancers as opposed to signing exclusively 
with a production company. I chose this path because it allowed me the freedom to partner directly with agencies 
and work with multiple different production companies, which resulted in greater career opportunities. While it can 
be immensely rewarding, being freelance also has its challenges and there’s many things to consider before taking 
the plunge. If you’re thinking about becoming freelance or starting your own business, I’ll share my tips on how to 
generate work, manage your business, find clients, build relationships and ensure that you secure repeat business.

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

GEMMA LEE: DIRECTOR

SESSION INFO: DIRECTOR CASE STUDY



Gracie Otto is an accomplished Australian filmmaker, a 2006 graduate of Sydney Film School, with substantial credits 
as director, writer, editor and actress. Her acclaimed debut feature documentary, The Last Impresario, premiered at 
the 2013 London Film Festival and was released in all major territories. Her sister is actress Miranda Otto and her 
father is legendary Australian actor Barry Otto, who she is currently filming in a personal documentary. She was also 
Associate Producer of Nick Broomfield’s documentary Whitney Can I Be Me. 

Gracie has a number of projects in various stages of development including Armistead Maupin’s audacious novel 
Maybe The Moon; and Girls In Hotels, a feature drama set in luxury hotels featuring beautiful actresses from around 
the world, with funding from Screen Australia, in development with Dollhouse Pictures, a company Gracie formed 
with other Australian women including Rose Byrne.

Gracie has produced an incredible slate of celebrity fashion films and TVCs, including recently Gigi Hadid for 
Maybelline NYC, as well as iconic Australian underwear brand Bonds in the outback.

Since moving to LA, Gracie has fulfilled an ambition by completing four courses in Stand Up Comedy, Storytelling 
and Improv at UCB. Gracie is repped by WME in the US.

I will introduce my session with discussion of my fashion film work over the past few years, creating webfilms on 
the back end of cover photo shoots with international celebrities for Vogue, Harpers Bazaar and Russh magazines, 
before moving on to a case study of my last year in TVC’s, directing three commercials spots for Bonds Australia - 
Gotta Be Bonds, Queendom and White Christmas. 

PARTICIPATING SPEAKERS

GRACIE OTTO: DIRECTOR

SESSION INFO: DIRECTOR CASE STUDY


